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1 Introduction 
This threat brief discusses a security issue noted by NCC Group in September 2012 relating to the 

use of ASP.NET forms authentication in a shared / cloud hosting environment. If virtual hosting is 

used to make multiple applications on the same IIS server available at different domain names, then 

a forms authentication cookie issued by one application may also be valid for other applications, 

depending on the application pool configuration in use. This could potentially allow an attacker to 

successfully authenticate to an application for which they do not have valid credentials – in other 

words, a bypass of forms authentication. Other security mechanisms which derive their security from 

ASP.NET’s machinekey may also be affected. 

 

Microsoft have previously issued guidance which explains how to provide adequate separation 

between ASP.NET applications in a shared hosting environment, but this is a relatively obscure 

Knowledge Base article, and does not mention the effect that inadequate separation has on forms 

authentication. However, the remediation proposed in that article is sufficient to mitigate the issue 

described in this threat brief. 

 

All ASP.NET shared hosting providers should ensure that the guidance in KB article 2698981 

[1] is followed, particularly if forms authentication is being used to protect applications. 

 

We begin by providing an example which highlights this issue in more detail. We then provide some 

background information on ASP.NET forms authentication and the machinekey, in order to explain 

how the vulnerability arises. Finally, we provide more information on mitigating the issue. 

 

2 Example attack and analysis 
This security issue is perhaps best illustrated by example. In 2012, NCC Group performed a 

penetration test of an ASP.NET application WidgetApp, developed by WidgetCom.  

 

 Multiple instances of WidgetApp are hosted by WidgetCom on the same IIS server, for 

customers including FooCom and BarCom.  

 Virtual hosting techniques are used to make these application instances available on their 

own domains, at www.foo-widgetapp.com and www.bar-widgetapp.com.  

 These two applications are in different IIS sites on the same server, and are running in 

separate IIS application pools, although both of these application pools are running as the 

same Windows identity (the default of Network Service, for the sake of argument).  

 Because no user-supplied code is running in this shared hosting environment, and each 

application runs in a separate site, WidgetCom have not believed it to be necessary to 

implement the guidance in KB2698981 to further separate the applications.  

 WidgetApp makes use of ASP.NET forms authentication to provide login and session 

management functionality. The superuser account in WidgetApp is called “admin”. 

 It was found that a user logged in as “admin” on FooCom’s instance of WidgetApp can 

also authenticate to BarCom’s instance of WidgetApp as “admin”, simply by supplying 

the forms authentication cookie issued from the FooCom instance. 

 

So why does this work? 

 
2.1 Forms authentication 
ASP.NET forms authentication is described in detail on MSDN [2] [3]. Essentially, when the user 

supplies the correct username and password in an HTML login form, the ASP.NET application 

issues a cookie (by default, this cookie is called .ASPXAUTH, but in practice, this name is frequently 

modified by developers), which takes the form of an encrypted “ticket” (for clarity: completely 

unrelated to the concept of a Kerberos “ticket”) and can be used to authenticate subsequent 

requests to the application.  

http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2698981
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Forms authentication is easy to implement for the application developer and apparently secure. 

Therefore, it is the most common authentication method encountered among those ASP.NET 

applications which cannot make use of Windows domain-based authentication.  

 

It is known that the symmetric key used to encrypt forms authentication tickets is the “machine key” – 

more on this below. The format of a decrypted ticket is not formally specified, but is described in a 

CodeProject article [4], where it can be seen that the decrypted ticket contains information including 

the username, issue and expiration times, relative application path (CookiePath) and optional extra 

user data (which, in practice, is rarely used, and in the general case would have no effect on this 

attack). It is important to note that it does not include any kind of identifier for the application which 

issued the ticket, apart from the relative application path (i.e. not including the domain name). 

 

It is also worth noting that the username in the decrypted ticket is simply an appropriate string 

chosen by the application when the login form is processed – in the vast majority of implementations 

this will be exactly the username supplied by the user in the login form. 

 

2.2 Machine key 
Each ASP.NET application has a machine key, which is a symmetric encryption key (actually, there 

is both an encryption key and an authentication (MAC) key, but this distinction is not important to us 

here.) stored only on the server side and used to support ASP.NET security mechanisms including 

forms authentication and ViewState authentication. Applications can also make use of it for other 

purposes using the MachineKey.Encode and MachineKey.Decode methods. The MSDN 

documentation for the machine key [5] explains that the default configuration for the machine key is 

that it be automatically generated by ASP.NET when the application starts up (this is the 

AutoGenerate setting) and that it be unique for each application (the IsolateApps setting). 

 

Specifically, the MSDN documentation states that: “The IsolateApps modifier causes ASP.NET to 

generate a unique key for each application on your server by using the application ID of each 

application”. This was investigated further, and the following was discovered: 

 

 each Windows identity which is used to host ASP.NET applications on the IIS server has an 

auto generated machine key, which is stored in the registry 

 when an ASP.NET application is started, the machine key for that application is generated 

by taking the machine key for the identity under which the application is running, and 

replacing its first 32 bits with a hash (calculated using 

StringComparer.InvariantCultureIgnoreCase.GetHashCode – this is not a 

cryptographic hash function) of the application’s 

HttpRuntime.AppDomainAppVirtualPath property. 

 the AppDomainAppVirtualPath property is simply the application’s path excluding the 

domain name – so it will be “/” for both applications in our example. 

 

 

2.3 Attack on forms authentication 
It should therefore be clear how the situation described in Section 2 example arises. The two 

virtually-hosted applications have the same AppDomainAppVirtualPath property and run under 

the same Windows identity. Therefore, they have identical machine keys, and so a forms 

authentication ticket for one application will successfully decrypt and hence be accepted when 

submitted to the other application. 

 

For this attack to be successful, it is necessary that the username for which the ticket was issued 

makes sense in the context of the application being attacked. This requirement will not always be 

easy to satisfy, but in many cases can be met. Happily for the potential attacker, the usernames 

file:///C:/Users/hmunn212/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/KNI6UQHK/4.%09http:/www.codeproject.com/Articles/16822/The-Anatomy-of-Forms-Authentication
http://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/ff649308.aspx
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most likely to be shared across different applications are exactly those most likely to offer highly 

privileged access (“root”, “administrator”, etc.). It is also necessary to consider the possibility that the 

attacker may have the ability to self-register accounts on one application on the server, and reuse 

the resultant tickets against a different application without this feature. 

 

2.4 Attack on other mechanisms 
ASP.NET’s ViewState protection measures (authentication and encryption) both make use of the 

machine key, and so these also become theoretically vulnerable in the situation we describe. 

However, it is difficult to envisage a realistic attack scenario, and so this should not be considered a 

significant issue, when considered alongside the potential for a forms authentication bypass. 

 

Similarly, any application making a customised use of the machine key to provide security services 

could also be vulnerable – this would have to be assessed on a case by case basis. 

 

2.5 ASP.NET 4.5 
According to a recent Microsoft blog post [6], version 4.5 of the ASP.NET framework includes a new 

IsolateByAppId setting for the machine key. This will ensure that the application’s 

AppDomainAppId property (which is a genuinely unique identifier for the application) is also 

incorporated into the generation of the machine key.  

 

Consequently, making use of the IsolateByAppId setting fixes the issue described in this threat 

brief. However, this option is not enabled by default. . In any case, the majority of production web 

servers on the Internet are not yet running ASP.NET 4.5, and it is likely to be quite some time before 

this situation changes. 

 

2.6 Notes on applicability 
We make the following observations relating to the applicability of this security issue: 

 it applies to all versions of the ASP.NET framework (with the possible exception of version 

4.5, as detailed above). 

 it applies regardless of how the “protection” setting [7] is configured for forms authentication 

(this controls whether encryption and authentication are both applied to the ticket. 

 it does not apply in a web farm environment (where the same application is hosted across 

multiple servers), In this situation it is necessary for the administrator to explicitly specify the 

machinekey in the web.config file, so the machinekey is not auto-generated and the 

problem does not arise. 

 

3 Mitigation advice 
To ensure that different ASP.NET applications on the same server will have different auto-generated 

machinekeys, it is necessary and sufficient to ensure that they are running in separate application 

pools which run under different Windows identities. 

 

The How to configure application pools for isolation (process identity) section of Microsoft KB 

2698981 [1] explains how this can be achieved, with separate instructions for IIS 6 and IIS 7. Note 

that placing applications in separate application pools is not sufficient in itself – those pools must 

also run under different Windows identities. 

 

  

file:///C:/Users/hmunn212/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/KNI6UQHK/6.%09https:/blogs.msdn.com/b/webdev/archive/2012/10/22/cryptographic-improvements-in-asp-net-4-5-pt-1.aspx
file:///C:/Users/hmunn212/AppData/Local/Microsoft/Windows/Temporary%20Internet%20Files/Content.Outlook/KNI6UQHK/7.%09http:/msdn.microsoft.com/en-US/library/system.web.configuration.formsauthenticationconfiguration.protection(v=vs.100).aspx
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2698981
http://support.microsoft.com/kb/2698981
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4 Conclusion 
This threat brief has described a potentially serious vulnerability relating to the use of ASP.NET 

forms authentication in a shared hosting environment. Although it should be considered a 

configuration issue rather than an ASP.NET bug, NCC Group believe that many shared hosting 

providers are likely to be exposed to this issue. 

 

It is important that the guidance in the Mitigation section of this document be followed. 
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